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Our complete Managed Detection and Response 
(MDR) solution, flexible simulation-based training 
platform, and expert-led professional services form 
a unified defence that results in superior security, 
less complexity, and immediate value. 

We build solutions that are sophisticated, yet easy 
to use and manage, so every business owner can 
get the hands-free cyber security they expect and 
the sleep-filled nights they deserve.  

After years of research and 
development by the brightest in 
the business, we have pioneered a 
holistic approach to cyber security. 

About  
Field Effect

Field Effect, a global  
cyber security company,  
is revolutionizing the 
industry by bringing 
advanced cyber security 
solutions and services to 
businesses of all sizes. 
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Company 
at a glance

WHY FIELD EFFECT

AWARDS

HEADCOUNTSLOCATIONSFOUNDED

MEET OUR C-SUITE

A holistic, comprehensive 
approach to cyber security

Unparalleled technical depth 
and cyber security expertise

A focus on solving security 
challenges for small and 
mid-size organizations

#1 Managed Detection & Response — SoftwareReviews Data Quadrant, 2022

Best Enterprise Machine Learning Solution — Aite-Novarica Groups’ Impact Awards in Cybersecurity, 2022

Fast 500 International / Fast 50 Canada — Deloitte Technology, 2021

Gold Winner in Incident Response — Cybersecurity Excellence Awards, 2021

Cyber Security Training — Winner — Fortress Cyber Security Awards, 2021

Employee base of 170, and 
growing

Headquartered in Ottawa, 
Canada with employees 
around the world

2016

Matthew Holland — Co-Founder, CEO

Andrew Loschmann — Co-Founder, COO

Peter Hunter — CFO

Shri Kalyanasundaram — CPO

Tom Paone — CRO

Brad Peterson — CSO

Rob Sloan — CTO



Email:

letschat@fieldeffect.com

Phone:
CANADA + UNITED STATES 
+1 (800) 299-8986

UNITED KINGDOM  
+44 (0) 800 086 9176

AUSTRALIA  
+61 1800 431418   

Start securing your business today.

FIELDEFFECT.COM

Covalence is our complete Managed Detection and 
Response (MDR) solution. Powered by cutting-edge 
technology and a team of cyber security experts, 
Covalence detects and responds to vulnerabilities 
and threats across your entire business—network, 
cloud-based services, and endpoints—delivering a 
truly holistic, end-to-end defence. 

Cyber Range is our cyber security training 
platform that simulates and runs realistic  
threat scenarios and courses for hands-on 
learning and cyber security education. With  
a secure Internet connection and web browser, 
IT teams can easily and quickly set up, stage,  
and reuse realistic courses and exercises to 
prepare for security incidents. 

Professional Services gives you access to a 
team of cyber security experts who put their rare 
experience to work for you. We offer immediate 
incident response to mitigate damage, phishing 
simulations to test your team’s resilience, maturity 
assessments to gauge your current cyber security 
posture, and more.

Our cyber  
security products  
and services 


